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Abstract. G-machines are considered as generators of sets of finite and infinite sequences, called 
G-languages. This paper focuses on the characterization of G-languages in terms of cc-regular 
languages. It is shown that the class of G-languages is a proper subclass of the class of a,-reguiaa 
languages. It is also pointed out that the deterministic version of G-machines is essentially weaker. 

1. Introduction 

Various types of devices capable to construct (accept or generate) sets of finite 
or infinite sequences over an alphabet have been investigated so far. Structures 
containing only finite sequences are referred to as languages; structures containing 
only infinite sequences are referred to as o-languages. The interest has been tradi- 
tionally concentrated on the mentioned separate areas. Topological tools were also 
employed to associate both structures. The theory of a-languages 112,131, i.e., 
structures containing finite and infinite sequences over an alphabet, reconceived the 
idea of dealing with devices possessing the natural feature to construct sequences 
of finite and infinite I Igths. Such devices appear in many fields of (applied) 
computer science and usually serve for models of certain discrete systems. Some of 
them were studied by Pawlak [ 161, Kwa, QW _ ec [S], Grodzki [4], Meznik [g], Novotny 
[lS] among others. The aim of the paper is to show that G-languages [9] belong 
to the class of m-regular languages. The construction of an automaton in the proof 
of Theorem 3.1 is due to h’ovotny [15], the construction of an automaton in the 
proof of Theorem 3.3 is its modification in order to obtain accordance with the 
theory of ~-regular languages. Novotnrs construction is based on a different type 
of acceptance of infinite sequences by an automaton. This notion of acceptance 
(looping acceptance) defines a strictly smaller class of a-regular languages (see 
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1211). Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 for Gl-languages 
3.8 as k = 1 cases, but, with respect to the stra 
be naturally extended for k > 1, these theore 
following, terminology is mostly motivate 

included in Theorems 3.6 and 
ard construction that cannot 

rmulated separately. In the 

iminaries 

Let C be a finite nonempty set, called an alphabet. Denote by C* the set of all 
finite sequences of elements of C with the empty sequence h, denote by C” the set 
of all infinite sequences of elements of C and by C” the set C* w Co. Let w = 
aO...a,+ E 6”. The integer n is called the length of w and is denoted by 1 WI; we 
define IA] = 0. If w E P’, we define 1 WI = o. Elements of C* are words, elements of 
C” are o-words, elements of C” are a-words. In what follows o is treated as the 
least infinite ordinal and the usual operations with ordinals are employed. For 
w~C~-{h}denotebyw(n)thenthletterofw,1~n<l+~w~andbyw[m,n]the 
word w(m). . . w(n), l~m~n<l+(wl. Instead of w[l,n] we write w[n]. The 
operation of catenation on C* may be extended to C” as a partial operation. Let 
WEP, WkX=. If w’ E Z*, then ww’ is defined by catenation in C*. If w’ E P, 
w’=&&..., then we define 

ww’=e.. . a,_,l@, . . .= w(l). . . w(n)w’(l)w’(2). . . . 

A language (over 2) is any subset of X*, an o-language (over 2) is any subset 
of P’, an m-language (over 2) is any subset of CQ). Let L E Cm. Denote Lfin = L n Z*, 
L’ Inf = L n 2”. In the sequel, we will mean by an alphabet of L the smallest alphabet 
C such that LE Cm. 

A jinite nondeterministic automaton is a quintuple A = (S, 2, P, I, F), where S is 
a finite set of states, C is an input alphabet, P is a function of S x C into 2’, I c S 
is the set of initial states, F c S is the set of final states. In the sequel only “an 
automaton A” or “A” will be used supposing the other data are given by the context. 
Let XEC*. An a-word SES* is called an x-run if so I and s(i+l)E P(s(i), 
x(i)) for all 1 s i < 2 + Ix]. In other words, an X-run is a sequence of states which 
are entered while reading input sequence X. For an x-run s, denote by In(s) the set 
of states which occur infinitely many times in s, i.e., In(s) is the set of states entered 
infinitely many times while reading X. Let A = (S, 2, P, I, F) be an automaton. We 
say that A accepts a word x E C* if there exists an X-run s such that s( 1 + IX]) E F. 
We say that A accepts an o-word XE C” if there exists an x-run s such that 
In(s) n F Z: 0. In case x E Z*, the notion of acceptance coincides with the classical 
One of [17]. In case x E Z”, the notion of acceptance (sometimes the notion of 
o-acceptance is employed) is due to Biichi [l]. Different modes of acceptance of 
o-words have been formulated (e.g., [ll]), but all of them were proved to be 
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equivalent to the original one of Biichi. The basic equivalence result was established 
by McNaughton 171. The language act is defined by 
accepts x}. The 00 d by L”(A) = 
x}. The m-language by A is defined by L”(A) = L(A) w L 
L(A) = L*(A) n 2*, L*(A) n 27’. Let L c Cm. L is called a regular language 
if L = L(A) for some IS called an o-regular la if L = L”(A) for SOme 

an a-regular language if L = L’ v L”, w L’ is a regular language 
and L” is an o-regular language. 

A G-machine (a generating machine) is a quadru le M = (2, H, k, S), where 
an alphabet, H e 2, k B 1 integer, 8 is a function of Xk in (2”“H -0). The 
elements of C are referred to as active states. H is called the It state, k is call 
the memory depth, S is called the successor operator. n the sequel we will use just 
‘94” or “G-machine” whenever the other data are clear from the ext. The 
notation “Gk-machine” is also used to stress fixed memory depth k. suppose 
that A4 operates in a discrete time scale (0, 1,2, . . .} and at each time instant the 
successor operator 8 is applied. To characterize the behavior of A& the followin 
concepts are desirable. An output word is defined recursively as follows: 

(1) ao... a&-] E Ck is an output word. 
(2) If ao...amml is an output word, then a0 . . . a,_1 a,,, is an output word if 

a, E a(&-&. . . am_l) n c. 

An m-word generated by M is either an o-word aoat.. . such that a0 . . . aiBl is an 
output word for each i E {k k+ 1,. . .}, or an output word a,. . . a,+ such that 
HE 6(&-k.. . a,_I ). The m-language generated by M is defined by L”( 
{w E X”I w is an 00.word generated by M}. An cc-language Lc, C” is generable by 
1M if L = L”(M) for some G-machine M1 The m-languages of this form are referred 
to as G-languages. When we consider a fixed memory-depth rC, the a-languages 
generable by Gk-machines are referred to as Gk-languages. 

3. G-languages are =-regular languages 

Theorem 3.1. Let L c C” be a Gl -language. Then there exists a finite nondeterministic 
automaton A such that L’” = L(A). 

Proof. Since L is a G&language, L = L”(M) for some Gl-machine IU = (2, H, 1,s). 
Now we associate with 1M an automaton A with expected properties. For a given 
I& construct an automaton A = (S, 2, P, I, F) with the same input alphabet C and 
with the remaining data given as follows: S = C u H; P is a function from (2 u H) x 
C into 2’uH satisfyingP(a,b)=0foreachafbandP(a,a)#0iffaE~,P(a,a)= 
s(a) for each acZ; I=Z; F=S-Z=H. We prove L”“=L(A). 

(1) Lfi” c L(A). It holds that L”” = ) n C* and therefore, by the definition 

of an a-word generated by the set Lfin contains just (out ) words of the form 

x=ao...a,_l with aiE6(a forall iE{l,...,m-1)and E s(a,_,), m 2 1 an 
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integer. From the CO struction of A it follows that ai E P(ai-1, a,-,) for all i E 

11 ,...,m-1) and a,,,_l, a,_,); i.e., there exists an x-run s = aQ . . . a,,,_, 
HEF, x=ao...a,-l rice, x E L(A), Lfin c L(A). 

(2) L(A) G L”“. L(A),x=ao...a,_,, mW ani 
an x-run s = a6 . . . am H. From the definition of P it follo that ai E S(ai-1) for 

all&(l,...,m-l}a H E 6(anr-l), which implies x E Lfin. rice, L(A) c Lfin and 
the proof is completed. 0 

Corollary 3.2. Let L be a G1 -language. men Lfin is a regular language. 

eorem 33. Let L C_ C” be a Gl -language. lolen there exists afinite nondeterministic 
automaton A such that L’“= L*(A). 

f. Let L = L*(M) for some Gl-machine M = (2, H, 1,s). Associate with M 
the automaton A = (S, Z9 P, I, F) having the same input alphabet C and whose 
remaining data are given as follows: S = G u H; P is a function of (2 u H) x C into 
aruH satisfying P( a, b) = $9 for each a # b and P( a, a) f 0 iff a E 2, P(a, a) = 6(a) 
for each a E Z; I = -C; F = I = C (note that A differs from the automaton constructed 
in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in F only). It remains to prove Linf = L@(A). 

(1) Linf c L”(A). It holds that Linf = L”(M) n C* and therefore, by the definition 
of an m-word generated by M, the set Linf contains just (output) o-words of the 
fofmx=aoa,... with ai E 8( ai-1) for all i E { 1,2, . . .}. From the construction of A, 
it follows that ai E P(ai-1, a,-_,) for all i E {1,2, . . .}; i.e., there exists an x-run 
s=aoal.... Since S is finite, In(s) # 0 and In(s) n F # 0 fw an arbitrary x-run s. 
lience, XE L”(A), Linfc L”(A). 

(2) L”(A)s L’“‘. Let XE L”(A), x = aoal . . . . Then there exists an x-run s = 
aoal.... From the definition of P it follows that ai E 6(ai_1) for all i E { 1,2, . . .}, 

which implies x E L’“‘. Hence, L”(A) c Linf and the proof is completed. Cl 

ry 3.4. Let L be a Gl -language. 7hen Linf is an o-regular language. 

Corollary 3.5. Let L be u Gl -language. Then L is an m-regular language. 

Theorem 3.6. Let L c C” be a Gk-language, k 2 2. Then there exists a jinite non- 
deterministic automaton A such that L’” = L(A). 

roof. Since L is a Gk-language, L = L”(M) for some Gk-machine M = (2, H, k, S), 
k Z= 2. First we construct an automaton A = (S, -F, P, I, F) which should possess the 
desired property. Informally, A, M have the same input alphabet C. The set of states 
S consists of k-tuples of two types; k-taples Qf the first type are formed in such a 
way that the (k - 1) first elements belong to X9 the kth element belongs to C u H; 
k-tuples of the second type are new copies of k-tuples of elements of 2. P is 
constructed as to simulate operator 6. The set (rG’ initial states I is formed of (k - 1)st 
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copies of P. The set of final states is formed of k-tuples whose (k- 1) first 
elements belong to C and whose kth ment is H. In the sequel, A = ( 
is then constructed from the data of as follows: 

C is the same as the input alphabet of M. P is a function of S XC into 2’ such 
that P=PluP2, 

Pl = {((u, u(k)), v)l v = u(2) . . . u(k)a, a E S(u)}, (2) 
k-l 

P*= u (U(( 
UCSk n=l 

uCn’, u( k - n)), urn-*’ , 

where u = u(l) *. . u(k)& do’= u. 

I=(Xk)[k .‘I, F=p-*xH_ (49% 

Now we prove L”” = L(A). 
(1) Lfinc, L(A). It holds that L”” = L”(M) A C* and, due to the definition of an 

a-word generated by M, the set Lfin contains on y words of the form x = a0 l l . urn-* 
(mak) withx[k]=ao...a~_l~~k,ai~S(ai--k~.~ai_l)nH forail iE{k,...m-1} 
and HE s(a,_&. . . a,,,_* ). From the construction of A it follows that there exist 

( ao...a&_l )ck-*‘E 1, (a0 . . . a&-I)Ck-2’E S, . . . , (a0 . . . a&_I)C1’c S, (a0 . . l a&+) e 
S 9..*9 (am-&-l . . . a,_9 E s, (am_&. . . a,,,) E s, (am-&+* . . . H) E s such that (now, 
the notation x[k], x[m, n] as introduced above is employed) ((xc k]ck-ll, a,), 

JOI Ck-2’) E p, . . . , ((x[k]“‘, 
((x[m-k,m-1],a~_2),x~m-k+1,m])~P,((x[m-k+1,m],a,_l),x[m-k+2, 
m + 11) E P. Therefore the word s E S”, 

s = x[ k][lc-*’ . . . x[k][*‘x[k] . ..x[m-k+l.m]x[m-k+2, m+l] 

is an x-run, x = a0 . . . a,,,+ and moreover, 

Hence, x E L(A) and Lfin G L(A). 
(2) L(A) c L”“. Let x E L(A), x = a0 . . . a,,,-*, m 3 1 an integer. Then there exists 

anx-runsES?uchthat s(l)d,s(i+l)~P(s(i),x(i)) (or((s(i),x(i)),s(i+l))E 
P) for all 1 s i G m, s(m + 1) E E Due to (4), s( 1) = uCk-*’ for some u E Sk. Using 
(3) we obtain ((u[~-*~, u(l)), z&k-*1) E P, . . . ., ((z&*~, u(k - l)), u) E P, i.e., s(2) = 
,Jk-*l ,..., s(k)=uandu(l)=x(l) ,..., u(k) = x(k) (kzoreove’, all eIements under 
consideration are given uniquely). Thus u = a0 . . . a&_* E 2 ‘, which is required by 
the definition of a word generated by M. Further, ((s(k), x(k)), s( k + 1)) E P, . . . , 
((s(m), x(m)), s(m+l))EP, s(m+l)d? Using (2) we obtain x(k)=ak.+ s(k+ 
l)=a,... a&-* a&, where a& E S(s(k)) = S(Uo . . . a&.+), . . . , .x(m) = a,_l, S(m + 1) = 

%-&+I.. . H (due to (5)), where H E a@,_&. . . a,+). This implies that a0 . . . a,-* 
is a word generated by ) with 1x1= m, x E LEE, L( 
the proof is completed. Cl 
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Diary 3.7. Let L be a Gk-language, k a 2. en L’” is a regular language. 

3.8. Let L C_ C” be a Gk-language, k 2 2. 
deterministic automaton A such that Linf - C@(A). 

we exists a finite 

f. Since L is a Gk-language, ka2, L = L*( ) for some G-machine 
(2, H, k, a), k 2 2. Construct an au maton A = (S, C, P, I., F) composed of the same 
data as the automaton constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.6, except for F; we 
put F=P’ x (2 u H). It remains to prove Linf = L”(A). 

(1) Linfc L”(A). It holds that Linf= ) nC” and, due to the definition of 
an m-word generated by M, the set Linf contains only o-words of the form x = haI . . . 

with ao... ak-+Zk, aiE(r(ai+..aj_,)nZ for all iE{S k+l,... }. Proceeding 
along the same lines as in the proof of Theorem 3.6 (part (l)), it can be verified 

o-word SW, s = x[ k][‘-l] . . . x[ k]x[2, l] . . , is an X-run, x = aoal . . . . 

With respect to F = Zli-’ x (Z v H) it holds that In(s) n F f 0 and thus x E L"(A), 

Linf c L”(A). 
(2) L”(A) s Linf. Let x E L”(A), x = aoal . . . . Then there exists an x-run s E SW 

such that s(l)cI, s(i+l)EP(s(i), x(i)) for all ic{1,2,. 1 .} with In(s)n F#fB. 
Analogous to the lines of the proof of Theorem 3.6 (part (2)) we obtain (@[n-11, 

u(I)), u Ek-2’) E p, . . . , ((d”, u(k-l)), u)EP, where u=x[k]=ao...ak_, and 
further ((s(k), x(k)), s(k+l))cP, ((s(k+l), x(k+l)), s(k+2))EP,..., where 
s(k)=x[k], x(k)=a&+ s(k+l)=al...a&_lak, akEa(x[k]), s(k+2)= 
a2.. . akaA+l, ak+leS(x[2, k+l]),.... From here it follows x=aoa,...~Lm(M) 
with 1x1 = o, x E Linf, L”(A) E Linf and the proof is completed. 0 

Corollary 3.9. Let L be a Gk-language, k 3 2. Then Linf is an o-regular language. 

Corollary 3. Every G-language is an m-regular language. 

xample 3.11. Let M =({a, b}, H, 2,Q be a GZ-machine, 6(aa) = {a, H}, S(ab) = 
{b}, 8(ba) = (a}, b(bb) ={b, H). We find L”(M) ={aw, a”, ab”, ab”, ba”, ban, bw, 
b”; n 2 2 an integer} ( ww is to denote the catenation of w an infinite number of 
times for w E 2”). Put L = L”‘(M). Finite nondeterministic automata A= 
(S, Z, P, I, F) and A’ = (S, 2, P, I, F’) such that L(A) = L’“, L” (A’) = tin’ due to the 
construction in the proofs of Theorems 3.6 and 3.8 are given by the state graph of 
Fig. 1. A and A’ differ only in the set of final states. Single short unlabeled arrows 
pointing to states are to distinguish initial states, single short arrows pointing out 
of states are to distinguish final states (for A labeled A, for A’ labeled A’). 

The assumptions of Theorems 3.6 and 3.8 do not claim the existing 
automata to ie the same. In general, there exist a-regular languages (e.g., L = {ao)) 
for which there does eterministic automaton A such that 

er subclass of t 
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class of m-regular languages witE. some nontypical language properties. For fixed 
k and C there is only a finite number of Gk-isnguages (see Proposition 4.1 below). 
Further9 the number of deterministic Gk-languages is essentially smaller (see the 
following section). 

4. Deterministic G-machines are weaker 

Proposition 4.1 (Me&k [9])* Let card C = n. For a fixed integer k 3 1 put 

Gk(B)={LlL= L”(M), M=(S’, H,k&Z’cZ}. 

Then it holds that 

. 

.2. A G-machine M = (2, H, k, 6) is of type D if S is a function from 
Zk into (2 u H). For a fixed integer k 3 1, put 

Gk,(X)={LlL= L*(M), S 6) is of type C’c_ 2-f). 

eore .3. Let card C = n. men it holds that 

card Gk&) = i (s+ 1)“” 
s=o 
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f. The formula is found by cakulatin 
P into (X’u for all C’S C empl 
of Pfoposition 
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